From Bronwen Maxson-U Oregon (she/hers) to Everyone: 12:08 PM
Joining late from the SALALM conference. Hello!

From Gabriela Martinez to Everyone: 12:09 PM
Hi! Welcome!

From Erin Beck to Everyone: 12:15 PM
References for transitioning from face to face to digital research and born digital research
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1clGjGABB2h2qbdvTgfqi ribHmoq9B6P0VnVmgVUIHZCI8/mobilebasic?fbclid=IwAR2rvomHT e1emYhel7j_0XXHqsg11_BweH_cTK4BfrDmX_9MYDshd w2Vnjc&urp=gmail_link
Forum from Red Mexicana de Instituciones de Formacion en Antropologia on fieldwork and COVID: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcvrWv1g9pU&t=393s
UO guides for Latin American and Latinx resources
https://researchguides.uoregon.edu/c.php?g=358177&p=6095960

Wayback machine

From Kristin Yarris to Everyone: 12:16 PM
Hi everyone thank you for this panel. Can someone review UO IRB situation - e.g. can graduate students and can we as P.I.s actively engage in human subjects research right now - is it institutionally-permitted? Even as travel is not yet institutionally-permitted? For graduate students, these are really important questions they’re grappling with this summer.... thank you again!

From Bronwen Maxson-U Oregon (she/hers) to Everyone: 12:17 PM
A recent lawsuit may threaten the internet archive and wayback machine’s existence:

From Erin Beck to Everyone: 12:17 PM
TOMORROW, Wednesday, June 10 (10:30-11 and 11:30-12)
The OVPRI and research IMT group will be hosting virtual Town Halls to hear more of your questions and provide additional information. The second session will be more focused on human subjects research.

From Kristin Yarris to Everyone: 12:17 PM
okay!

From Erin Beck to Everyone: 12:22 PM
Kristin - from the vpri FAQ: Research with human subjects that does not include face-to-face activities may continue, but researchers need to implement precautions within the research team in alignment with UO announcements and restrictions.
https://research.uoregon.edu/covid-19-faq-researchers

From Kristin Yarris to Everyone: 12:22 PM
Thx!

From stephenl to Everyone: 12:23 PM

Kristin: I will speak to this a little bit. I can send you my research plan which has two parts about remote research and then a very provisional part for face to face. We will have to update it and UO will go into another phase. Right now we have to think about not only UO travel policies, research protocols and human subjects, but of course what it's actually like on the ground which is often very different from the general guidelines and requirements of UO.

From Kristin Yarris to Everyone: 12:23 PM

Of course, thx!

From Erin Beck to Everyone: 12:25 PM

The app signal is seen as one of the best for communication that is encrypted

From Bronwen Maxson-U Oregon (she/hers) to Everyone: 12:27 PM

+1 on Signal

From Kristin Yarris to Everyone: 12:29 PM

great points, Emily!

From Bronwen Maxson-U Oregon (she/hers) to Everyone: 12:39 PM

I grappled with some of these questions on my latest article - both positionally as well as methodology. My co-authors and I opted to send our manuscript to those we interviewed prior to publication for their review and comments.

From Erin Beck to Everyone: 12:39 PM

Great idea Bronwen

From stephenl to Everyone: 12:51 PM

How about having them interview each other?

From Audrey Lucero to Everyone: 12:52 PM

Maybe, Lynn, but they won't necessarily know each other since we're recruiting district-wide

From Bronwen Maxson-U Oregon (she/hers) to Everyone: 12:54 PM

Gabriele Hayden, Research Data Management and Reproducibility Librarian https://library.uoregon.edu/users/ghayden Gabriele can help with a Data Management Plan and other data curation/preservation issues

Kate Thornhill, Digital Scholarship Librarian, has played a large role in the Caribbean Women Healers Project and can provide support with digital projects and managing multiple file types and tasks https://library.uoregon.edu/users/kmthorn

From stephenl to Everyone: 12:56 PM

Is there a way to consider the students in each district as a sort of cohort or class? First you work through zoom to create a sense of community with them, then do the discussion? I found
teaching on zoom that building community first can work.

Whatsapp audio diaries

From Bronwen Maxson-U Oregon (she/hers) to Everyone: 12:58 PM

I moved away from WhatsApp when Facebook bought it. As Erin mentioned, it’s being used to scrape user data via Fb https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-45956557

From Ruby Batz Herrera to Everyone: 12:59 PM

Thank you so much, this conversation was very helpful to better inform my local and international research.

From Gabriela Martinez to Everyone: 12:59 PM

Most platforms do surveillance to some degree, unfortunately.

From Dimitra Cupo to Everyone: 01:00 PM

This has been super informative, Thanks!

From Bronwen Maxson-U Oregon (she/hers) to Everyone: 01:01 PM

Here’s some info about Signal for consideration. “Signal uses is available under an open-source license, so experts have had the chance to test and poke the app to make sure it stays as secure as what’s intended.” https://www.wired.com/story/ditch-all-those-other-messaging-apps-heres-why-you-should-use-signal/

This one is a bit more recent https://www.fastcompany.com/90335034/if-you-value-your-privacy-switch-to-signal-as-your-messaging-app-now

From Audrey Lucero to Everyone: 01:02 PM

Sweet pup, Erin!

From Erin Beck to Everyone: 01:02 PM

He’s mad I’m not paying attention to him

From Keya Saxena to Everyone: 01:09 PM

I am good! Very informative session. No questions as of now. :)

From Lisa Fink to Everyone: 01:10 PM

no questions. this has been helpful. thank you!

From Audrey Lucero to Everyone: 01:11 PM

Lynn, where can we find the link to all Latino Roots documentaries?

From Bronwen Maxson-U Oregon (she/hers) to Everyone: 01:12 PM

Eventually I think they’ll be linked here, but not sure where the library is at with loading them into Oregon Digital http://researchguides.uoregon.edu/oregons-latino-roots

From Gabriela Martinez to Everyone: 01:13 PM
From stephenl to Everyone: 01:13 PM
the new videos are not up yet but hopefully in month or so.

From Audrey Lucero to Everyone: 01:13 PM
Ok, I'll check back later

From stephenl to Everyone: 01:15 PM
https://latinoroots.uoregon.edu/archives/
I just posted link for past documentaries that are archived.

From Emily Masucci to Everyone: 01:16 PM
Thank you for organizing, Gabriela and Feather! :)

From Bronwen Maxson-U Oregon (she/hers) to Everyone: 01:17 PM
Thanks, all!